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Final Fighters
P 2 E  /  P V P  “ B e a t  T h e m  U p ”  G a m e

Final Fighters is the first to the blockchain, skill-based “beat them up” 
genre game on Ethereum. The introduction of the Web3, NFTs, and 
GameFi created an opportunity to introduce innovative ways to interact 
with the a real-time Play-to-earn 3D-based fighting game, inspired by 
2D Little Fighters 2, a popular game in the year 2000. 

Final Fighters is more than just an NFT avatar/character project; It’s a  
game designed to bring all competitive gamers together while delivering 
an in-game economy that rewards players for their combat prowess. 
The game will be based on the Unity game engine (Unity-script), thus 
will work on a wide range of devices and platforms. It doesn’t matter if 
you’re on a mobile device, a PC, or a Mac – you are welcome to be part 
of the ecosystem.

twitter.com/JoinFighters discord.gg/Finalfighters

https://finalfighters.com


“Our goal is to produce an entertaining game 
where users may fight with their personal 

NFTs and earn money using P2E features.”



THE EMERGENCE
A  S T O R Y  O F  A  N E W  B E G I N N I N G

In the year 2149, the sky burned and the earth shook. World destruction occurred when mankind fell from the nuclear tightrope they had been walking since the 
Trinity test. Ashes contaminated the planet, turning it into a wasteland. Humans established a new civilization on the planet "Obion" after successfully colonizing 
another planet. The planet had hidden natural resources, including mysterious energy called Hopium. Humans with a hunger for resources developed 
superhuman powers known as "Guts." Six tribes of power rose around the world, wielding six elemental powers. 

But power-hungry tribes had to pay the price again. The Hopium radiation nearly wiped out the Obion civilization. An elite group of wealthy and powerful 
businessmen developed suppressors for Hopium manipulation, that allowed affected tribes to compete in the Final Fight tournaments while living. Winners are 
promised a cure from Hopium side effects while lining businessmen's pockets.  

In the face of new world order, the six tribes must let go of old desires and open their fists to peace. Only by combining their tribes and elements can they hope 
to fend off true control. Will they unite and win? What story will this new era tell? The choice is yours, as you declare your tribe and join the Final Fighters. 
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WHY FINAL FIGHTERS?

Fighting games left behind a blood-rushing multiplayer competitiveness, 
losing to shooting battle royal games. This where Final Fighters come in, 
offering never seen vast multiplayer and battle royal / team tournament 
capabilities. 

With thousands of hours invested in games, Fighting game players are 
renowned for honing their abilities and mastering combinations in order to 
compete with other players. More than any other genre, fighting games 
demand a high level of technical proficiency and reward players who can 
keep up with the fast-paced action.  

It's great for a blockchain economy powered by players. Assertiveness 
and cooperativeness will be offered to those who have previously spent 
the time honing their movements. As a result, the competitive FGC scene 
will be bolstered by the opportunity for players to gamble on their skills.

F a s t - p a c e d ,  r e a l - t i m e  m u l t i p l a y e r  f i g h t i n g  
g a m e  w i t h  m o n e t a r y  r e w a r d s

https://finalfighters.com
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Let’s talk about Market Size & Growth Prospects 
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Global Games Market 
Forecast Towards 2023

• With 2.7 billion players worldwide, the global gaming industry was valued at USD 175 billion in 2020, and it is predicted to 
reach USD 218 billion by 2023, showing a CAGR of 9.4% from 2018 to 2023; 

• Further, it is expected that Global Gaming Market will exceed $256 billion By 2025; 
• The blockchain gaming industry is predicted to expand to $50 billion by 2025, from its current value of $1.6 billion.

Blockchain 
Gaming
Market

Of Total Gaming Market by 
2025

~19.5%

Data source: 
https://newzoo.com/insights/trend-reports/newzoo-global-games-market-report-2020-light-version/ 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-gaming-market-expected-to-exceed-256-billion-by-2025-301182238.html

https://finalfighters.com
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-gaming-market-expected-to-exceed-256-billion-by-2025-301182238.html
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Fighting Game 
Trends
Top Fighting game out of 591 titles - Super Smash Bros. 
Ultimate, received 1,015,063 viewer hours over 
135,099 broadcasts by 69,786 broadcasters during the 
7 days from 2022-03-26 to 2022-04-02.  

Final Fighters game will have similar game logic, making 
it extremely similar game to Super Smash Bros. Ultimate. 

Maximilian DOOD was the #1 Fighting streamer, 
amassing 195,248 viewer hours while playing 
SoulCalibur II + Street Fighter. 

Super Smash Bros. Ultimate

Street Fighter V

Guilty Gear: Srive

The King of Fighters XV

Super Smash Bros. Melee

Brawlhalla
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View hours per game per 7 days

View more here: https://gamesight.io/leaderboards/fighting-games 
And here: http://my.finalfighters.com/config/Whitepaper_V1.0.pdf

https://finalfighters.com
https://gamesight.io/leaderboards/fighting-games
http://my.finalfighters.com/config/Whitepaper_V1.0.pdf
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Global Player 
Forecast
The year 2023 will be remembered as a watershed 
moment in the history of the worldwide gaming industry.  

That year, the total number of participants will reach 
3 billion, reflecting a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of +5.6 percent from 2015 to 2023.

Data source:  
All previously showed charts are based on data from Newzoo, Gamesight, Eventhubs, Fgcharts 
- which covers all acitivity across top games and Twitch and YouTube Live broadcast.
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About Final Fighters  
P2E Game

Final Fighters is re-introducing a concept of  "beat 
them up" genre gaming, combining it with new age 
battle / multiplayer systems onto the Ethereum 
Blockchain.   

Each Final Fighter is a unique 1/1 NFT character, giving 
players their own distinctive in-game avatars to fight for 
monetary rewards in various fighting modes: Battle royal, 
1vs1, 2vs2, 3vs3, 4vs4 or 5vs5 and Tournaments.  

Final Fighters will be a Play to Earn game, which means 
that once you’ve purchased a fighter NFT, you’ll be able to 
compete in tournaments and arena bouts to earn Final 
Fighters coin, which you can use to buy more fighters, 
items/cosmetics, earn passive income or sell for fiat 
money!  

https://finalfighters.com
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Game modes

Please find full game modes description in our whitepaper: 
HERE

https://finalfighters.com
http://my.finalfighters.com/config/Whitepaper_V1.0.pdf
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Core FF features

E-sports  
& 

Betting

NFT 
Avatar

NFT 
Marketplace

NFT Staking  
& 

Lending 

NFT monetization & 
cosmetics 
In short, new players will need to buy 
Final Fighters NFT to start playing. 
Moreover, game will offer NFT items/
cosmetics; Fighter guilds creation; 
Personal arena slots.

Passive income 
generation 
Generate $FFC token without 
having to sell or transfer 
ownership of Fighter NFTs.

More competitive 
gameplay 
Creating more opportunities for 
professional players to earn 
additional income in return for 
attracting more players and 
bets.

Highly balanced skill 
based gaming

The most crucial factors that will 
affect the outcome of a fight are: 

Your game performance &  
GUTS elements correlation.

1/1 Unique Fighter with 3 
random skills (Guts)

Each fighter is a unique 
combination of different traits and 
3 randomly assigned super skills, 

called GUTS in the game lore.

P2E  
Fighting

https://finalfighters.com
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Game and Token Utility

Please find full game monetization explanation for players 
and platform in our whitepaper: HERE

Tra
de

Buy
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Earn

Sell increased demand

P2E

Players

Passive
NFT staking

Get $FFC
NFT lending

Betting

Advertising

Governance

NFT / Token
Marketplace

NFTs;
In-game items;

Cosmetics;
Tokens;

Arena spots

Battle 
royal; xVSx Tournaments Profesional

E-sports

NEW
PLAYERS

and
CUSTOMERS

Active

use / 
utility

or

Final Fighters 
game boost utility framework

https://finalfighters.com
http://my.finalfighters.com/config/Whitepaper_V1.0.pdf
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Governance Arena 
Ads

Lending
NFT 

Selling

E-sports

Staking

P2E 
Tournaments

Betting

P2E 
Arena 
Battles

Breeding

In a nutshell, sales will create 
income since newcomers will 
purchase Final Fighters NFT in 
order to begin playing the game. 
Demand will grow with each 
purchase. 

Selling higher demand NFTs

Two fighters participate in 1vs1 battle, both 
paying $1= 50 $FFC for an entrance fee.  
In this example 1 $FFC = $0.02.   
Winning Fighter takes 100 $FFC = $2 

Winning fights

Let's use the example of a coin toss. 
Getting heads or tails is a 50/50 
chance. So, if a person bets $10 on 
heads, the best-case scenario is that 
they will win $19 instead of $20. 

Winning Bets

Revenue Streams for Players

https://finalfighters.com
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Platform creators benefit from a 
standard transaction fee and 
increased player base. The 
lending option will have interest 
payable, with a portion of the 
interest going to the Final 
Fighters game/platform.

NFT Lending

Mobile game advertising can 
yield $50-$100 eCPMs for 
games with good ad 
placements. 

In-game Arena Ads

In short, selling NFTs is profitable, 
also we will be getting 5% royalty 

fee from every secondary Final 
Fighters NFT sale.

NFT Selling and Royalty Fee

Final Fighters will be taking 0.5% 
transaction fee from each fight in 

arenas, matches and 
tournaments.

0.5% Transaction Fee

From previous example, 
Final Fighters would count $1 vig 

as revenue or profit as 
bookmakers.

Earning Vig from Bets

Revenue Stream for Platform

Please find full game monetization explanation for players 
and platform in our whitepaper: HERE

https://finalfighters.com
http://my.finalfighters.com/config/Whitepaper_V1.0.pdf
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Monetization example: Tournament with 8 participants

1st  place !

+$64
+$16

-$10 -$10

-$10

-$10

-$10

-$10

-$10

-$10

2nd place!

1vs1 Tournament 
for  4000 $FFC ~$80

For players: 1 fighter pays 500 $FFC (~$10) entry fee. 8 
participants together create a pool of $80 total winnings.  

1st place gets $64 and 2nd place gets $16, the rest of the 
fighters are losing, as tournament had only 8 entrants.

Tournament Entrants 
(Number of teams) Position Paid Prize Potential Winnings

1-5 1st place 100% $50
6-8 Top two 70%, 30% $64, $16

9-15 Top three 50%, 30%, 20% $75, $45, $30
16-25 Top four 50%, 25%, 15%, 10% $125, $62.5, $37.5, $25

Entry Fee Example 
500 $FFC (~$10)

For platform: Transaction fee collection: 4000 $FFC x 
0.5% = 20 $FFC = $0.40 

Betting vigorish collection: Imagine that a total of 14 
bets happened during the tournament. As per previous 
explanation in “E-sports and betting system”, Final 
Fighters as a bookmaker would have collected $7 
vigorish. 

Advertisement during fights: Should yield additional 
$0,10-0,20, of course that depends on many factors. 
Could be less or more. 

Final Fighters platform potentially can earn $7.50 per 1 
tournament fight, holding only 8 participants. Shortly, 
almost $1 per fight.

https://finalfighters.com
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Tokenomics v1.0

Tota l  Token Supply

In i t ia l  C i rcu la t ing  Supply

 500  000  000

135  750  000

Al locat ion % Release  /  Vest ing  schedule

Pr ivate

IDO

Development

Market ing

Liqu id i ty

Team /
Advisors

Stak ing &
Rewards

10,00 %

30% re lease at  TGE,  3-month vest ing

20% re lease at  TGE,  3-month vest ing

8,00 %

20,00 %

15,00 %

15,00 %

20,00 %

12,00 %

25% re lease at  TGE,  1-year  vest ing

25% re lease at  TGE,  1-year  vest ing

1-year  vest ing,  6-month c l i f f

10% re lease at  TGE 3-month vest ing

12-month lockup.  10% per  month 
opt ion to  remove thereaf ter

Token
Metrics

https://finalfighters.com
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Token objectives & Deflationary model

1. Capped sale, to Raise $1 020 000,00 — the major goal of the 
$FFC token sale is to raise funds to build a game and advertise it to a 
larger audience.  
2. Sell a percentage of the total token supply. 
3. Distribute tokens broadly to attract as many buyers as possible 
while avoiding market manipulation.  
4. Ensure that the token price grows steadily in the short, medium, 
and long term after the launch.

Token objectives

Deflationary token model
The token supply in the deflationary model only decreases over time, 
thus increasing tokens' value over time. As only a total of 500,000,000 
tokens will be minted, the token burning mechanism will assure a token 
value increase. 
  
Final Fighters will be buying back and burning tokens once in a while, 
this way creating deflationary token model.

https://finalfighters.com
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Roadmap
Vision BATCH

MINT START

BATCH

01
Mar‘22

02
Apr‘22

A new collection of Female 
Fighters (Exodus collection) 
will be drafted;  
New illustrations creation for 
the website to support both 
collections

New Female
Collection

Video of the game demo; 
Free NFT masterclass lecture 
introduction, full NFT masterclass for 
holders; 
NFT masterclasses for holders will be 
released every two weeks, with one 
lesson released each time.

Game demo & 
Masterclass 

Disclaimer: Planned dates may change 
due to game development & NFT sales. 
Please support and understand that game 
creation is a huge feat to pull. Roadmap 
serves more as a vision for our upcoming 
plans.

https://finalfighters.com
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03
BATCH

Aug’22

04
BATCH

Sep’22

Final Fighters Alpha Access will be released; 
Feedback review and major bug fixes; 
First free-to-play Tournaments. The number 
of genesis holders will get access to test 
new mode performance; 
Test spectator mode and live-streaming 
available. 

Alpha Game 
Access

Gathering liquidity for $FFC (Final Fighters coin) 
Release of $FFC and token accumulation begins; 
Creating DAO’s; Distributing $FFC for further 
development and improvements; 
Part of earned profits will be donated to a charity 
that will be selected in the community vote.

Game and $FFC
Development

05
BATCH

Dec’22

Full game release for everyone. $FFC 
distribution to all holders; 
Weekly tournaments with a lower ETH prize 
will be hosted for selected participants; 
Spectator mode and live-streaming 
available; 
Esports - bets system, working towards legal 
documentation. 

Prepare for new 
phase

https://finalfighters.com
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Founders team
The Final Fighters team has over ten years of expertise in design, development, and production - we live and 
breathe gaming. We are not your average NFT avatar project, we are here to create a game, and not just any 

game, but the finest NFT-based game ever created.

THE FOUNDER AND 
PROJECT MANAGER

Deividas Umbrasas
THE CO-FOUNDER AND 

DEV ARCHITECT

Marius Skersys
THE CO-FOUNDER AND

MARKETING ARTIST

Vladas Polubenka
THE CO-FOUNDER AND

LEAD DEVELOPER

Lukas Radeckas

https://finalfighters.com
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